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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the decidability problem of logic program semantics and ob-
servables, focusing in particular on the least Herbrand model (or M-semantics), the C-seman-
tics, and the S-semantics. We introduce bounded logic programs, and show that they coincide
with programs such that every ground query has finitely many SLD-refutations via any selec-
tion rule. In particular, bounded programs strictly include the well-studied class of acceptable
logic programs. We show that the mentioned declarative semantics are decidable when consid-
ering acceptable programs and programs bounded by recursive level mappings. Interestingly,
the decision procedures have direct implementations in the logic programming paradigm itself
as Prolog meta-programs. We relate semantics decidability to program testing. In our termi-
nology, the testing problem consists of checking whether or not the formal semantics of a pro-
gram includes a given finite set of atoms. With this definition, semantics decidability and the
testing problem are equivalent. The decision procedures are then recognized to be automatic
tools for testing logic programs. The meta-programming approach reveals to be successful in
modeling extensions such as arithmetic built-in’s, negation, modular programming and some
other declarative semantics. Also, we present some preliminary experimental results and an ef-
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1. Introduction
Many declarative semantics have been proposed in the logic programming litera-
ture, with dierent aims and objectives. In particular, we concentrate on the declar-
ative extensions of the least Herbrand model semantics (or M-semantics) known as
the the C-semantics of Falaschi et al. [22] (or the least term model semantics of Clark
[15]), and the S-semantics of Falaschi et al. [21]. They have been proposed as the
most promising candidates for a declarative interpretation for logic and pure Prolog
programs. We identify a large class of programs P, called bounded programs, such
that MP , CP  and SP  are decidable sets, by providing a procedure for deciding
whether an atom A belongs to the semantics of P.
The definition of boundedness is purely declarative, in the sense that neither any
procedural notion is needed in order to prove a program bounded nor the definition
reflects some fixed ordering of the atoms in the body of clauses. We oer an opera-
tional characterization of bounded programs as the class of programs such that for
every ground query Q there are finitely many SLD-refutations for Q via any selection
rule. Therefore, bounded programs strictly include the well-known class of accept-
able logic programs introduced by Apt and Pedreschi [8]. Nevertheless, the decision
procedures for the two classes are quite dierent. For this reason, we maintain the
distinction between them throughout the paper.
Semantics decidability coincides with observable decidability, and actually the
proposed decision procedures check whether a query is a computed/correct instance
of another query. Interestingly, the decision procedures have intuitive implementa-
tions in the logic programming paradigm itself, in the form of Prolog meta-pro-
grams. The meta-programming approach reveals also to be successful in modeling
extensions to programs with arithmetic, meta-programs, modular programming,
general logic programs and other declarative semantics, such as the finite failure,
the closed word assumption, and the computed answers with depth.
Semantics decidability is directly related to testing. Software testing is an impor-
tant stage in program development. It covers more than one third of the develop-
ment time, and requires a high degree of specialization of the developers.
Although testing cannot show the absence of errors, but only their presence, it is still
a necessary stage, even when a formal proof of correctness is provided. In our termi-
nology, the testing problem consists of checking whether or not the formal semantics
of a program includes a given finite set of atoms. This set represents a collection of
test cases provided by the requirement documents (validation testing), or the formal
specification (verification testing), or a previous version of the program (regression
testing). With this definition, the testing problem for a program P coincides with
the decidability problem of the semantics of P. Therefore, the decision procedures
for observable decidability can be used as automatic tools for testing logic programs.
In addition, to overcome the overhead due to meta-programming, we propose a
compilation-oriented approach, and we report some preliminary experimental re-
sults showing that the approach is ecient in practice.
1.1. Preliminaries
We use in this paper the standard notation of Apt [5], when not specified
otherwise. A (first order) language L is a pair hRL;PLi of non-empty sets: the
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set of function symbols RL, and the set of predicate symbols PL. RL and PL may
overlap, i.e. we admit ambivalent syntax [26]. Given two languages L  hRL;PLi
and M  hRM ;PMi, we say that M extends L i RM  RL and PM  PL. We use
UL to denote the set of ground terms on L, AtomL the set of atoms on L, QueryL the
set of queries on L, BL the Herbrand base on L. For a set S and a natural n, Sn
denotes the set of n-tuples of elements from S. We denote by L the underlying lan-
guage a logic program is defined on. Usually, one considers L  LP , i.e. the lan-
guage generated by program P. In general, however, L can be any language
extending LP . We denote by nP the maximum number of atoms occurring in the
body of a clause of P. LD-resolution is SLD-resolution together with the (Prolog)
leftmost selection rule. The length of a finite SLD-derivation Q0;Q1; . . . ;Qn is n. An
atom is called pure if it is of the form pX1; . . . ; Xn where X1; . . . ; Xn are distinct
variables. The size sizet of a ground term t is the number of function symbols
occurring in it, excluding constants. Finally, we denote by N the set of natural
numbers.
By a program, we mean a logic program. A program with arithmetic is a logic
program in which the predicates <, <, n ,  : , is, > , > can appear
only in the body of a clause, and are built-in’s of the underlying system. According
to [39], we declaratively model the built-in < by implicitly augmenting the program
with the (infinite) set of unit clauses n < m. for every n, m ground arithmetic ex-
pressions (gae’s for short) such that valn < valm, where valn and valm
are the numbers denoted by n and m. We model <,  : ,  \ , > , >
analogously. For the built-in is, instead, we consider the clauses n is m. where
m is a gae and n is the arithmetic constant, i.e. 0, 1, -1, ... etc., such that
valn  valm. We stipulate that an LD-derivation of a program with arithmetic
and a query ends in an error if an atom n < m is selected and n;m are not gae’s.
This is the procedural semantics of < in Prolog [39]. It is worth noting that the
resulting LD-trees are still finitely branching. We model <,  : ,  / ,
> , > analogously. In the case of the atom n is m, it is sucient to stipulate that
m is a gae when the atom is selected.
2. Semantics decidability and testing
In this section, we introduce the notions of semantics, observable and the testing
problem, showing some simple relations between them.
2.1. Semantics and observables
We restrict to consider a semantics as a function from programs to sets of atoms.
Then, for a semantics F and a program P, FP  is a set of atoms. Several declar-
ative semantics have been considered as alternatives to the standard least Herbrand
model MP . We mainly focus on two of them, namely C-semantics of Falaschi et al.
[22] (also known as the least term model of Clark [15]) and S-semantics of Falaschi
et al. [21].
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Definition 1. For a program P we define:
MP   f A 2 BL j P  A g;
CP   f A 2 AtomL j P  A g;
SP   f A 2 AtomL j A is a computed instance of a pure atomg:
It is out of the scope of this paper to discuss properties and relations among those
semantics. We only report from [13] a result that clarifies the relevance of the
S-semantics. With mgiQ;Q we denote the set of most general instances of a query
Q and any query whose atoms are renamed apart atoms from Q. The next theorem
states that it is possible to reconstruct the set of computed instances of P and Q start-
ing from SP .
Theorem 2. The set of computed instances of a program P and a query Q coincides
with mgiQ;SP.
Observables are abstractions of SLD-trees. Formally, we restrict to consider an
observable O as a function from programs into sets of nO-tuples of queries. The next
definition introduces the observables OM;OC and OS, for which the relative seman-
tics M;C and S have been shown to be AND-compositional [13].
Definition 3. For a program P we define:
OMP   f Q j P  Q g;
OCP   f Q;Q0 j Q0correct instance of Q g;
OSP   f Q;Q0 j Q0computed instance of Q g:
The next theorem shows that the semantics of a program is decidable i the rel-
ative observable is.
Theorem 4. Given a program P, MP  (resp., CP  and SP ) is decidable i OMP 
(resp., OCP and OSP ) is decidable.
Proof. The conclusion is immediate for the M and C semantics. Consider now the
S-semantics. The if part holds since A is in SP  i  p(X1, . . ., Xn) ;A is in
OSP , where p is the predicate symbol of A and X1, . . ., Xn are distinct fresh vari-
ables. The choice of the variables does not matter, since computed instances are
closed under variable renaming (see [5, Note 3.28]). As for the only-if part, we
observe that by Theorem 2, Q;Q0 is in OSP  i there exists C1; . . . ;Cn in SP,
renamed apart, such that Q0 is the most general instance (modulo renaming) of Q
and the query C1; . . . ;Cn. The conclusion follows by noting that there are finitely
many queries (modulo renaming) that can be considered as candidates for
C1; . . . ;Cn, namely those queries that are anti-instances of Q0. 
However, theM;C andS-semantics of a program are in general undecidable sets.
Lemma 5. The sets MP , CP , and SP  are undecidable for the class of logic
programs P.
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Proof. The result for MP  is well-known, and traces back to [1]. Since
CP  \ BL MP , if CP  were decidable then MP would be decidable as well.
Finally, if SP  were decidable then CP  would be decidable as well. In fact, by
Completeness of SLD-resolution, an atom is in CP  i any of its anti-instances (that
are finite, modulo renaming) is in SP . 
2.2. Testing
We now define the testing problem for logic programs. Consider two finite sets:
one of atoms which should belong to the formal semantics of the program, and the
other of atoms which should not belong. In practice, these sets are provided by an
analysis of the requirement documents (validation testing), of the formal specifica-
tion (verification testing) or of a previous version of the program (regression test-
ing). Testing a program on this pair of sets means checking that the formal
semantics of the program includes every atom in the first set and no atom in
the second one.
Definition 6. A program P is tested w.r.t. a semantics F on a pair I ; S of finite sets
of atoms i
I FP   AtomL n S:
The testing problem w.r.t. F consists of deciding whether a program P is tested on a
given pair I ; S.
An atom in I that is not in FP  is called an incompleteness symptom. An atom in
S which is also in FP  is called an incorrectness symptom. In this paper, we are con-
cerned with a formal theory and some practical tools to make the testing problem
decidable. A further stage in the program development process, called diagnosis
problem, consists of determining the program components which are sources of in-
completeness or incorrectness symptoms.
In a real development context, testing is conducted with respect to observables
rather than semantics.
Definition 7. Let O be an observable from programs into sets of nO-tuples of que-
ries. A program P is tested w.r.t. O on a pair I ; S of finite sets of nO-tuples of
queries i
I  OP   QuerynOL n S:
The testing problem w.r.t. O consists of deciding whether a program P is tested on a
given pair I ; S.
As an immediate consequence of the definitions above, for a program P and a
semantics F (resp., an observable O), the testing problem w.r.t. F (resp., O) is
decidable i FP  (resp., OP  is a decidable set. However, since the M;C and
S-semantics of a program are in general undecidable sets, the testing problem is
undecidable for the considered semantics and observables.
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3. Acceptable and bounded logic programs
The aim of this section is to identify suitable large classes of logic programs whose
declarative semantics are decidable sets, and a fortiori the relative testing problems
are decidable. First, we define level mappings and ground instances of logic pro-
grams. They are the basic tools our framework is based on.
Definition 8. Given a program P:
• a level mapping is a function j j : BL ! N of ground atoms to natural numbers. j j
is recursive if it is total and computable. jAj is called the level of A.
• groundLP  denotes the set of ground instances of clauses from P w.r.t. the
language L.
3.1. Acceptable programs
A declarative characterization of a class of programs was provided by Apt and
Pedreschi [8] in the context of termination of Prolog programs. The definition of ac-
ceptability requires that for every clause, the level of the head of any of its ground
instances is greater than the level of each atom in the body which might be selected
further in an LD-derivation.
Definition 9. A program P is acceptable by k : BL ! N and a Herbrand interpretat-
ion I i I is a model of P, and for every A B1; . . . ;Bn in groundLP  :
for i 2 1; n I  B1; . . . ;Biÿ1 implies j A j >j Bi j:
P is acceptable if it is acceptable by some j j and I.
Example 1. Consider the program SAT for propositional satisfiability.
satisfiable(true).
satisfiable(X ^ Y)  
satisfiable(X), satisfiable(Y).
satisfiable(not X)  invalid(X).
invalid(false).
invalid(X ^ Y)  invalid(X).
invalid(X ^ Y)  invalid(Y).
invalid(not X)  satisfiable(X).
It is readily checked that SAT is acceptable by j j and BL, where
jsatisfiabletj  jinvalidtj  sizet:
As an example, consider a ground instance of the second clause:
satisfiable(x ^ y)  
satisfiable(x), satisfiable(y).
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We calculate:
jsatisfiablex ^ yj  sizex ^ y
 1 sizex  sizey
> sizex
 jsatisfiablexj;
and similarly for the second body atom.
Acceptable programs have a number of properties well-suited for a good pro-
gramming practice, including termination, modularity, independence from the lan-
guage, and a declarative debugging approach. Let us summarize the termination
property we are interested in.
Theorem 10. A program is acceptable i the LD-tree of every ground query (written in
any language) is finite. The only-if part holds also for programs with arithmetic.
Proof. Apt and Pedreschi [8] showed that a program P is acceptable i the LD-tree of
every ground query in a fixed language L (they considered LP ) is finite. The only-if
part holds also for programs with arithmetic. Pedreschi and Ruggieri [32] showed
that a program (with arithmetic) is acceptable w.r.t. LP i it is acceptable w.r.t.
any extension of LP . 
It is worth noting that no restriction is assumed on the (first order) language in
which the ground query is written, i.e. acceptable logic programs are language-inde-
pendent [32]. In addition, Apt and Pedreschi lifted the termination result up to a class
of not necessarily ground queries, called bounded. However, in general, termination
does not lift up to all non-ground queries.
Example 2. Suppose to be interested in checking whether the query
satisfiablenotX ^ false
is in the C-semantics of SAT (which is indeed the case). Running the query on a Pro-
log interpreter produces an infinite sequence of answers X  false, X  false ^Y0,
X  false ^ Y1 ^ Y0; . . . None of the answers, however, allows us to conclude that
the query is or is not in the C-semantics of SAT.
The same example applies to the S-semantics. In this case, we have to run the
Prolog interpreter on the query satisfiable(Z) looking for the computed instance
satisfiable(not(X ^false)). Even worst than in the case of C-semantics, the que-
ry satisfiable(Z) produces an infinite sequence of answers Z  true, Z  true ^
true, Z  true ^ true ^ true, . . . , in which the function symbol not never appears
at all.
Also, a similar example can be stated in the context of the OS observable. For
instance, checking whether satisfiable(not(X ^ false)) is a computed instance
of satisfiable(not(X ^ Y)) by running the latter query on a Prolog interpreter,
produces an infinite sequence of answers instantiating only X.
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Example 3. Assume that in writing the SAT program, the unit clause of invalid is
missed, and call the resulting program SAT-ERROR. It is readily checked that SAT-ER-
ROR is acceptable.
Suppose now to check whether satisfiable(not(false ^ X)) is a computed in-
stance of SAT-ERROR and satisfiable(not(Y ^ X)), as one could expect. Running
satisfiable(not(Y ^ X)) on a Prolog interpreter causes the interpreter to enter an
infinite loop, producing no answer at all.
3.2. Bounded programs
We introduce a new declarative characterization of programs, called bounded pro-
grams. We require that the level of the head of a ground instance of a clause is great-
er than the level of every atom in the body if the body is true in a model of the
program.
Definition 11. A program P is bounded by j j : BL ! N and a Herbrand interpretation
I i I is a model of P, and for every A B1; . . . ;Bn in groundLP  :
I  B1; . . . ;Bn implies for i 2 1; n jAj > jBij:
P is bounded if it is bounded by some j j and I.
The class of bounded logic programs is large enough to include most of the pro-
grams of practical use. In particular, bounded programs include the well-studied
class of acceptable programs. In the following theorem, we characterize operational-
ly bounded program as the class of programs with finitely many refutations starting
with a ground query.
Theorem 12. A program is bounded i for every ground query Q (written in any lan-
guage), the number of SLD-refutations of Q via any selection rule is finite. The only-if
part holds also for programs with arithmetic.
Proof. See Appendix A. 
As an immediate consequence, bounded programs strictly include the class of ac-
ceptable programs. More precisely, we have that acceptable programs are a subclass
of programs bounded by recursive level mappings.
Theorem 13. Every acceptable program is bounded by a recursive level mapping.
Proof. First of all, we observe that every program acceptable by j j and I is bounded
by the same j j and I. Apt and Pedreschi [8, Corollary 2.14, Theorem 2.16] show that
if P is acceptable then it is acceptable by MP  and j j, where jAj is the number of
nodes of a LD-tree of P and A. As a consequence, P is bounded by MP  and j j.
Moreover, by Theorem 10, j j is a recursive level mapping. 
Apart from those theoretical considerations, bounded programs are strictly
more expressive than acceptable programs on the practical side. The left-to-right
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propagation of assumptions in proof obligations of Definition 9 is biased by the left-
to-right evaluation strategy of Prolog. This implies that programs developed for sys-
tems dierent from Prolog are likely not be acceptable. On the contrary, the notion
of boundedness is purely declarative and abstracts away from the underlying opera-
tional model. This fact is formalized in Theorem 12, where no reference to any spe-
cific selection rule is made.
Example 4. Consider the following program ProdCons written in Godel [23].
DELAY consumer(_, [M | H]) UNTIL ground(M)
DELAY producer(In) UNTIL nonvar(In)
system(M)  
consumer(M, [message(X) | H]),
producer([message(X) | H]).
consumer(s(N), [message(X) | H])  
wait(X),
H  [message(_) | H1],
consumer(N, H).
consumer(0, [message(X)])  
wait(X).
producer([message(s(0))|In])  
producer(In).
producer([]).
wait(0).
wait(s(N))  
wait(N).
X  X.
Intuitively, producer is the producer of a sequence of naturals (for brevity,
here all the numbers are 1). consumer is the consumer of the sequence, which
once received message(X) consumes it (here, by waiting X ticks). producer
and consumer communicate via a one-position buer represented by the partial
list H. producer writes in the head of the list if the position is available, i.e.
if H is not a variable; consumer reads from the head of the list when a message
is available and write an incomplete message denoting that the position is be-
come available. Termination of the query system(m), where m  sn0, is decid-
ed by the consumer by instantiating H to [] after having received n 1 messages.
On one hand, we observe that ProdCons is not acceptable for any reordering of
the body atoms. On the other hand, the delay declarations that annotate the pro-
gram make it possible to have only finite derivations for the query system(m): at
run-time a strict coroutining is engaged between producer and consumer, as we
could expect. Let us show that the program is bounded. First, we recall the
list-length and list-max functions, that map ground terms into natural numbers
as follows:
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llenxjxs  llenxs  1;
llenf x1; . . . ; xn  0 if f 6  j ;
lmaxxjxs  maxf lmaxxs; sizex g;
lmaxf x1; . . . ; xn  0 if f 6  j :
Note that for a ground list xs, llenxs equals its length and lmaxxs equals the max-
imum size of an element in xs. Then we define:
I  systemML [ f producerbs j bs list of messages00s g
[ fconsumern; h j llenh  sizen  1 g [ waitXL [ X  XL;
jsystemmj  sizem  4
jconsumern; hj  llenh  lmaxh
jproducerhj  llenh
jwaitxj  sizex
jx  yj  0:
It is readily checked that ProdCons is bounded by j j and I. As an example, we show
the proof obligations for the first clause. Obviously I is a model of the clause. Con-
sider now a ground instance of it:
system(m)  
consumer(m, [message(x) | h]),
producer([message(x) | h]).
such that the body is true in I. By definition of I, we have that [message(x)|h] is a
list of message(s(0))’s, and llenmessagex jh  sizem  1. This implies
lmaxmessagex j h  2. We calculate:
jsystemmj  sizem  4
 f llenmessagex j h  sizem  1 g
llenmessagex j h  3
 f lmaxmessagex j h  2 g
llenmessagex j h  lmaxmessagex j h  1
> jconsumerm; messagex j hj
P jproducermessagex j hj:
We conclude this section by mentioning another well-known class of logic pro-
grams, introduced by Bezem [10], that abstracts away from a specific selection rule.
Definition 14. A program P is recurrent i there exists jj : BL ! N such that for every
A B1; . . . ;Bn in groundLP  : for i 2 1; n j A j >j Bi j:
Recurrent programs are operationally characterized as the class of programs such
that every SLD-derivation starting with a ground query is finite. Declaratively, they
coincide with programs acceptable by some level mapping and BL, and with pro-
grams bounded by some level mapping and BL. For example, the SAT program is re-
current, while ProdCons is not. Since they are included in the class of acceptable
programs, we will not explicitly mention recurrent programs in the rest of the paper.
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4. Decision procedures
4.1. Semantics decidability
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 10, the set MP  is decidable when
P is acceptable. In the case of bounded programs, we observe that since there are
finitely many refutations for a ground atom A, their lengths are bounded. If we
restrict to recursive level mappings, we are in the position to compute an upper
bound.
Theorem 15. For a program P acceptable or bounded by a given recursive level map-
ping, MP  is a decidable set.
Proof. Consider P acceptable. By Theorem 10 the LD-tree of P and any ground at-
om A is finite. By Soundness and Strong Completeness of SLD-resolution, there is a
LD-refutation i A 2MP. Consider now P bounded by j j and I, with j j given and
recursive. We recall that a ground atom A is in MP i there exists a proof tree for
A. By inspection of the proof of Theorem 12, we have that jAj  1 is an upper bound
for the depth of a proof tree for A. Since the length of an SLD-refutation is equal to
the number of nodes in a proof tree associated to the SLD-refutation, we have that
an upper bound for the length of an SLD-refutation of P and A is the maximum
number of nodes in nP -branching proof trees of depth jAj  1. A complete tree of
depth jAj  1 has nodesA  RjAji0niP nodes (where 00  1). The decision procedure
consists now of searching a SLD-refutation of A among the SLD-derivations whose
length is lower or equal than nodesA. The procedure is eective since j j is a recur-
sive level mapping and it is given. 
Although acceptable programs are a subclass of bounded programs, the decision
procedures for the two classes are quite dierent. While for acceptable programs it is
not needed to know the level mapping, that information is necessary in the case of
bounded programs. Nevertheless, it should be observed that also in the case of ac-
ceptability, level mappings must be found out (automatically or manually) to prove
a program acceptable. However, for the reasons above, we will maintain the distinc-
tion between the two classes.
The decision procedures for C and S-semantics reduce decidability to the prob-
lem of finding out the set of refutations of ground queries. For the classes of pro-
grams under consideration, those sets are computable.
Lemma 16. Let P be an acceptable program or a program bounded by a given recur-
sive level mapping, and Q;Q0 two queries. Then it is decidable whether Q0 is a correct
instance of P and Q.
Proof. Q0 is a correct instance of P and Q i Q0 is a logical consequence of P and
Q0 is an instance of Q. Since it is decidable whether a query is an instance of an-
other one, we have only to show that it is decidable whether Q0 is a logical conse-
quence of P. By the well-known Theorem on Constants (see e.g. [38]) Q0 is a logical
consequence of P i Q0h is a logical consequence of P, where h is a substitution
mapping all variables of Q0 into distinct fresh constants not appearing in P, Q
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or Q0. Since Q0h is ground, it is a logical consequence of P i every atom in it is in
MP . By Theorem 15, we conclude that it is decidable whether Q0h, and a fortiori
Q0, is a logical consequence of P. 
Decidability in the case of computed instances is stated in the next lemma.
Lemma 17. Let P be an acceptable program or a program bounded by a given recur-
sive level mapping, and Q;Q0 two queries. Then it is decidable whether Q0 is a computed
instance of P and Q.
Proof. We provide a decision procedure for establishing whether Q0 is a computed
instance of P and Q in the case P is bounded (resp., acceptable). Let j j be the given
and recursive level mapping.
Let h be a substitution mapping all variables of Q0 into distinct fresh constants.
The query Q0h is ground and therefore by Theorem 12 (resp., Theorem 10) there is
a finite set fn1; . . . ; nmg, m P 0, of LD-refutations of Q0h. Moreover, we can compute
n1; . . . ; nm since the length of each ni is bounded by the sum of nodesA for every A in
Q0h (resp., since the LD-tree of Q0h is finite), where nodes is defined in the proof of
Theorem 15. For each ni, consider now the prefix n
0
i of the LD-derivation of Q using
the same sequence of clauses of ni until possible, i.e. until success or failure is
reached. Let Q01; . . . ;Q
0
n be the computed instances of the successful n
0
i’s (in general
n 2 0;m). Let us show the following fact:
Q0 is a computed instance of P and Q iff 1
Q0 is a variant of Q0i for some i 2 1; n:
The if part is trivial, since computed instances are closed under variable renaming
(see [5, Note 3.28]). To prove the only-if part, we notice that if Q0 is a computed in-
stance of P and Q then by Strong Completeness of SLD-resolution, Q0 is a computed
instance of P and Q with a LD-refutation n. Then Q0 is a computed instance of P and
Q0 with a LD-refutation n0 which uses the same sequence of clauses of n. The conclu-
sion then follows from the observation that n0h (the refutation obtained by replacing
in n0 every variable x of Q0 by xh) is an LD-refutation of Q0h which uses the same
sequence of clauses of n0, and then of n. We point out that the Q0i’s are computable
since we can compute n1; . . . ; nm. Finally, since it is decidable whether two queries are
variants, it follows from (1) that it is decidable whether Q0 is a computed instance of
P and Q. 
Intuitively, the decision procedures for C and S-semantics can be interpreted as
visits of the LD-tree of P and Q0 limited to branches that do no instantiate variables
in Q0. The visit is finite, because it can be reduced to the visit of the LD-tree of a
ground instance of Q0.
As an immediate consequence, the C and S-semantics and observables are
decidable.
Theorem 18. For a program P acceptable or bounded by a given recursive level
mapping, CP , SP  and OCP , OSP  are decidable.
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Moreover, since semantics decidability and testing problem are equivalent, we
conclude that the testing problem is decidable.
Corollary 19. The testing problem is decidable for the class of acceptable programs,
and for programs bounded by a given recursive level mapping w.r.t. the M, C and
S-semantics and w.r.t. the OM, OC and OS-observables.
Example 5. In Example 2, we pointed out that the plain Prolog execution is not an
eective decision procedure w.r.t. C and S-semantics and observables for the SAT
program.
On the contrary, Lemma 16 provides us with a procedure to test whether the atom
satisfiable(not(X ^ false)) is a correct instance of SAT, i.e. whether it is in
CSAT. Analogously, Lemma 17 provides us with a procedure to test whether sat-
isfiable(not(X ^ false)) is in SSAT.
4.2. Inferring acceptability and boundedness
On a theoretical level, the problem of deciding whether a program is acceptable or
bounded is undecidable.
Theorem 20. It is undecidable whether a program is acceptable, or bounded by a recur-
sive level mapping, or bounded.
Proof. In [10, Lemma 4.3] the problem of termination is reduced to that of deciding
whether the function computed by a register machine is total, which is known to be
undecidable. In particular, it is shown that for i 2 N , i is an index of a total recursive
function i Pi is recurrent, where the Pi’s are logic programs whose clauses have the
form:
p(t1; . . . ; tn)  q(s1; . . . ; sk).
or p(t1; . . . ; tn)., i.e. there is at most one body atom. Consider now for i 2 N , the
program P 0i obtained by adding to Pi the facts p(X1, . . ., Xn) for every n-ary predicate
symbol p appearing in Pi, where X1, . . ., Xn are distinct variables. We have that the
following are equivalent:
(i) Pi is recurrent,
(ii) P 0i is acceptable,
(iii) P 0i is bounded by a recursive level mapping,
(iv) P 0i is bounded.
(i ! ii) follows due to the particular form of clauses in Pi and P 0i , and Definitions
9,14. (ii! iii) is stated in Theorem 13. (iii!iv) is trivial. (iv!i) It necessarily hap-
pens that P 0i is bounded by some j j and BL. By Definitions 11 and 14, this implies
that Pi is recurrent by j j.
As a consequence, it is undecidable whether a program is acceptable, bounded or
bounded by a recursive level mapping. 
On a practical level, however, we mention that practical sucient techniques
and (semi-automatic) tools for identifying acceptable programs exist. Moreover,
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since the proof obligations for boundedness are weakenings of those for acceptabil-
ity, we claim that most tools can be easily adapted to infer boundedness. We refer
the reader to [18] for a survey of existing automated approaches to infer accept-
ability.
5. Prolog implementations
The decision procedures of the previous section employ mechanisms from the
logic programming paradigm itself, such as substitutions and LD-derivations. It
is then natural to implement them in Prolog. For instance, we can model re-
placement of variables with fresh constants as follows. We assume a set of facts
new_const(i,ai), where the ai’s are fresh distinct constants, for 16 i6M , and M
is an upper bound for the number of variables to be replaced. Then we define a
predicate constants(N1, Ls, N2) that replaces the N2ÿ N1 variables appearing
in the list Ls by aN1; . . . ; aN2ÿ1. In practice, constants is an approximation of the
meta-predicate freeze(Term, Frozen) described in [39, Section 10.3], that makes
a copy of the first argument by replacing variables with fresh constants. Unfor-
tunately, as described there, freeze is not present in existing Prolog implementa-
tions.
constants(N, [], N).
constants(N, [X|Ls], N2)  
var(X),
new_const(N, X),
N1 is N + 1,
constants(N1, Ls, N2).
constants(N, [X|Ls], N2)  
nonvar(X),
X  ..[F|L1s],
constants(N, L1s, N1),
constants(N1, Ls, N2).
new_const(i,ai). where a1; . . . ; aM are fresh distinct constants.
Program CONSM
5.1. Acceptable programs
First, we consider computed instances. Let us recall the main steps of the decision
procedure. Given two queries Q;Q0, first the variables of Q0 are consistently replaced
by fresh distinct constants. Then a Prolog interpreter for P and the resulting query is
called, building up a finite LD-tree. Actually, we need a slight modification of the
Prolog interpreter, such that when a refutation is found, the computed instance Q00
(if it exists) of P and Q is computed using the same sequence of clauses of that ref-
utation. Finally, if Q00 is a variant of Q0 then we can state that Q0 is a computed
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instance of Q. If no variant of Q0 is found this way, then Q0 is not a computed in-
stance of Q.
We translate this reasoning in a decision procedure in the form of a Prolog meta-
program. We design a variant of the Vanilla meta-interpreter, which behaves as ex-
pected when a LD-refutation is found. In order to trace back the sequence of clauses
used in a derivation, we assume that a distinct identifier k is associated with each
clause Ck in P.
test_s(Q1, Q)  
constants(1, Q1, M),
demo(Q1, Q),
constants(1, Q, M),
Q  Q1.
demo([], []).
demo([A|As], [B|Bs])  
clause(A, Ls, Id),
demo(Ls, L1s),
demo(As, Bs),
clause(B, L1s, Id).
clause(A, [B1; . . . ;Bn], k). for every Ck  A B1; . . . ;Bn 2 P
augmented by CONSM.
Program DECS –AM ; P 
Without loss of generality, we assume that the predicates defined in DECS-AM ; P
do not appear in P. Given a query Q  A1; . . . ;An we write [Q] as a shorthand for
[A1; . . . ;An]. The next theorem states termination of the meta-program.
Theorem 21. Let P be an acceptable program, and Q;Q0 two queries, and M a natural
number. Then every LD-derivation of DECS-AM ; P  and test_s([Q0], [Q]) is finite.
Proof. Let P be acceptable by j j0 and I 0, and DEMO be the set of clauses defining demo
and clause. First of all, by Theorem 10 we can assume that L is the underlying (am-
bivalent) language both of P and DEMO. We show that DEMO is acceptable. First, we
introduce some notation. baga1; . . . ; an denotes a multiset whose elements are
a1; . . . ; an, and l : bagN ! N is a partially monotonic function from multisets of
naturals into naturals. A monotonic function from bagN to N does not exist, since
bagN is not an x-ordering. However, we need a weaker property. Let nP be the
maximum number of atoms in the body of a clause from P. l is partially monotonic
if lb1 > lb2 for the bag b2 obtained by replacing an element of b1 by at most nP
elements lower than it. It is straightforward to see that the definition is well-formed,
and that such a function exists. Finally, we observe that for every ground atom with
predicate symbol demo, there exists a unique n P 0 such that the atom can be written
as demoa1; . . . ; anjs; t, and s 6  : j : . We claim that DEMO is acceptable by j j and I,
where:
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I  demoX; YL [ f clausea; ls; t j a ls 62 groundLP  g
jclausea; ls; idj  0
jdemoa1; . . . ; anjs; tj  lbagja1j0; . . . ; jakj0
where s 6  : j :  and k  maxf i 2 1; n j I 0  a1; . . . ; aiÿ1 g:
Proof obligations of Definition 9 are satisfied. Consider as an example the decreasing
of j j from the head to the second body atom in the second clause defining demo, un-
der the hypothesis ls  b1; . . . ; bn and a b1; . . . ; bn 2 groundLP  . Let k be
maxfi 2 1; n j I 0  b1; . . . ; biÿ1 g. We calculate:
jdemoajas; bjbsj
P lbagjaj0
f P acceptable and l partially monotonic g
> lbagjb1j0; . . . ; jbkj0
 jdemols; l1sj:
We claim that a call demo(Q1, Q) terminates when Q1 is ground. Consider, in fact, a
fresh predicate symbol p. The clause C  p demo(Q1, Q). is acceptable by defin-
ing jpj  jAj  1, where A is any ground instance of demo(Q1, Q). Since DEMO is ac-
ceptable, by Theorem 10, we conclude that every LD-derivation of DEMO [ fCg and p
is finite, and a fortiori every LD-derivation of DEMO and demo(Q1, Q) is finite.
Let us concentrate now on DECS-A. We do not show that the entire program is
acceptable, since we cannot reason declaratively about var and nonvar. However,
we can show that every LD-derivation is finite. In fact, the only source of divergence
in DECS-A is the call to demo, since the calls to constants simply traverse the second
argument. Since we have shown that demo(Q1, Q) terminates when Q1 is ground,
we can conclude that every LD-derivation of DECS-AM ; P  and test_s([Q0],
[Q]) is finite. 
The main part of the proof consists of showing that the meta-program defined by
demo and clause is acceptable, when P is acceptable. For a general criterion for lift-
ing properties from the object program up to a meta-interpreter, we refer the reader
to [33]. The following theorem states correctness of DECS-A. (i) is an immediate con-
sequence of Lemma 17. (ii) is implied by (i) and Theorem 21.
Theorem 22. Let P be an acceptable program, Q;Q0 two variable disjoint queries, and
M the number of variables in Q0. Then
(i) Q0 is a computed instance of P and Q i there exists an LD-refutation of DECS-A
M ; P  and test_s([Q0], [Q]);
(ii) Q0 is not a computed instance of P and Q i there exists a finitely failed LD-tree
of DECS-A M ; P  and test_s([Q0], [Q]).
By inspection of the proof of Lemma 17, we observe that (i) holds for every pro-
gram, i.e. the procedure is correct for every logic program. However, we are in the po-
sition to show termination only for the classes of programs considered in Lemma 17.
The decision procedure for correct instances can be derived with the same argu-
ments starting from Lemma 16. In this case, the meta-interpretation of the program
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coincides with the plain Prolog execution, and then we simply refer to the meta-pred-
icate call.
test_c(Q1, Q)  
constants(1, Q1, _),
Q  Q1,
call(Q1).
augmented by P and CONSM.
Program DECC–AM ; P 
Let Q;Q0 be two variable disjoint queries. By Lemma 16, every LD-derivation
of DECC-AM ; P and test_c([Q0], [Q]) is finite. Moreover, when M is the num-
ber of variables of Q0, there exists an LD-refutation i Q0 is a correct instance of P
and Q.
Example 6. Consider again the SAT program of Example 2, and suppose to check
whether satisfiable(not(X ^ false)) is inSSAT. By the definition ofS-seman-
tics, this means checking whether satisfiable(not(X ^ false)) is a computed
instance of a pure atom variable disjoint with it, say satisfiable(Z)). DECS-
A1; SAT and the query
test ssatisfiablenotX ^ false; satisfiableZ
have a finite LD-tree containing an LD-refutation.
By Theorem 22, satisfiable(not(X ^ false)) is a computed instance of SAT
and satisfiable(Z), i.e. satisfiable(not(X ^ false)) is in SSAT.
Analogously, DECC-A1; SAT and the query:
test csatisfiablenotX ^ false; satisfiableZ
have a finite LD-tree containing a LD-refutation. This implies that:
satisfiablenotX ^ false 2 CSAT:
Example 7. Consider again the SAT-ERROR program of Example 3.
DECS-A1; SATÿERROR and the query
test ssatisfiablenotfalse ^ X; satisfiablenotU ^ V
have a finitely failed LD-tree.
By Theorem 22, satisfiable(not(false ^ X)) is not a computed instance of
satisfiable(not(U ^ V)). Since computed instances are closed under variable re-
naming, we conclude that satisfiable(not(false ^ X)) is not a computed in-
stance of satisfiable(not(Y ^ X)).
5.2. Bounded programs
Analogously, we present a decision procedure for programs bounded by recursive
level mappings. In this case we need an interpreter that stops computing after having
reached a given depth in the attempt to construct a proof tree. The following variant
of Vanilla implements in Prolog the decision procedure w.r.t. M-semantics.
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demo([], _).
demo([A|As], N)  
N > 0,
clause(A, Ls),
N1 is N - 1,
demo(Ls, N1),
demo(As, N).
clause(A, [B1; . . . ;Bn]). for every A B1; . . . ;Bn 2 P .
Program DECM–BP .
Termination and correctness of the meta-interpreter, and run-time absence of arith-
metic errors are shown in the next result.
Theorem 23. Let P be a program bounded by a given recursive level mapping j j, Q a
ground query and k a natural number such that k > jAj for every atom A in Q. Then
every LD-derivation of DECM-BP  and demo([Q], k) is finite. In addition, no LD-
derivation ends in an error.
Moreover, there exists an LD-refutation for them i Q 2 OMP.
Proof. First, we show that DECM-BP  (a program with arithmetic) is acceptable by
j j0 and I, where:
jdemoqs; nj0  valn  nP  llenqs;
when n is a gae such that valnP 0, and jdemoqs; nj0  1 otherwise,
jn is mj0  jn > mj0  jclausea; lsj0  0
n is m 2 I iff n;m gae0s ^ valn  valm
n > m 2 I iff n;m gae0s ^ valn > valm
demoqs; n 2 I iff true
clausea; b1; . . . ; bn 2 I iff a b1; . . . ; bn 2 groundLP :
We recall that llen is the list-length function. The only non-trivial proof obligation is
to show that jdemo a j as ; nj0 > jdemo ls; n1j0 when valn > 0; valn1 
valn ÿ 1 and ls  b1; . . . ; bn with a b1; . . . ; bn 2 groundLP  .
We calculate:
jdemoa j as; nj0  f valn > 0 g
valn  nP  1 llenas
 f valn1  valn ÿ 1 g
valn1  nP  nP  1 llenas
> fls  b1; . . . ; bn^
a b1; . . . ; bn 2 groundLP ^ n6 nP g
valn1  nP  llenls
 f valn1P 0g
jdemols; n1j0
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By Theorem 10, we have that every LD-derivation of DECM-BP and demo([Q], k)
is finite. Moreover, since k is a gae, it is readily checked that for every atom n > 0
and n1 is nÿ 1 selected along an LD-derivation, n is a gae. Therefore, no LD-
derivation ends in an error.
Consider now the second part of the theorem. In the proof of Theorem 15, we
have shown that for bounded programs, the depth of proof trees of P and any atom
in Q is lower or equal than k. The meta-program DECM-BP  stops computing after
having reached the depth k in the construction of possible proof trees for the atoms
in Q. Therefore, there exists a LD-refutation i there exist proof trees for all the
atoms in Q, i.e. Q 2 OMP . 
Let us turn the attention to the decision procedure for computed instances.
test_s(Q1, Q, N)  
constants(1, Q1, M),
demo(Q1, Q, N),
constants(1, Q, M),
Q  Q1.
demo([], [], _).
demo([A|As], [B|Bs], N)  
N > 0,
clause(A, Ls, Id),
N1 is N - 1,
demo(Ls, L1s, N1),
demo(As, Bs, N),
clause(B, L1s, Id).
clause(A, [B1, . . ., Bn], k). for every Ck  A B1; . . . ;Bn 2 P
augmented by CONSM.
Program DECM–BM ; P :
Intuitively, a call to demo([Q0],[Q], k), where Q0 is ground, attempts to con-
struct proof trees for the atoms in Q0 whose depths are at most k. For a program
P bounded by a recursive level mapping j j, Theorems 21 and 22 can be extended
to DECS-BM ; P  and test_s([Q0], [Q], k) when k is an upper bound for the depth
of the proof trees of the atoms in Q0.
Theorem 24. Let P be a program, Q;Q0 two queries, and M ; k natural numbers. Then
every LD-derivation of DECS-BM ; P  and test_s([Q0], [Q], k) is finite. In addi-
tion, no LD-derivation ends in an error.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 23. 
Theorem 25. Let P be a program bounded by a given recursive level mapping j j, Q;Q0
two variable disjoint queries, and M the number of variables in Q0. Consider any ground
instance Q00 of Q0 and let k  maxA atom in Q00 jAj  1. Then:
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(i) Q0 is a computed instance of P and Q i there exists an LD-refutation of DECS-
BM ; P and test_s([Q0], [Q], k);
(ii) Q0 is not a computed instance of P and Q i there exists a finitely failed LD-tree
of DECS-BM ; P  and test_s([Q0], [Q], k).
Proof. Let P be bounded by j j : BL ! N and I, and h a mapping of the variables of
Q0 into distinct fresh constants. By Lemma 32 (see Appendix A), P is bounded by
j j0 : BL0 ! N and I 0, where L0 extends L and includes the fresh constants. Let c be
such that Q0c  Q00. By inspection of Lemma 32, we can define j j0 such that for every
atom A in Q0 it results that jAhj0  jAcj. By inspection of the proof of Theorem 12, an
upper bound for the depth of a proof tree for a ground atom Ah in Q0h is
jAhj0  1  jAcj  16 k. Then the conclusion follows by construction of DECS-B
and the proof of Lemma 17. 
Example 8. Consider again the ProdCons program. The query
test ssystemX; systemZ; 5
has a finitely failed LD-tree, where k  jsystem([])j  1  5. By Theorem 25(ii), we
conclude that systemX 62SProdCons.
Finally, consider the decision procedure for correct instances. In this case, the
meta-interpretation of the object program P is provided by DECM-BP .
test_c(Q1, Q, N)  
constants(1, Q1, _),
Q  Q1,
demo(Q1, N).
augmented by DECM-BP  and CONSM.
Program DECM–BM ; P 
Let Q;Q0 be two variable disjoint queries, and k as in the hypothesis of Theorem
25. By Lemma 16, we have that every LD-derivation of test_c([Q0], [Q], k) is
finite. Moreover, there exists an LD-refutation i Q0 is a correct instance of P and Q.
From now on, we omit the parameters M and P when referring to DECS-AM ; P
when P is clear from the context and by assuming that M is suciently large. More-
over, when not otherwise specified we reason on acceptable programs and S-seman-
tics, with the observation that analogous reasonings apply to bounded programs and
C-semantics.
6. Extensions of the approach
In this section, we consider extensions of the decidability procedures to include
other semantics, arithmetic built-in’s, meta-predicates, negation and modular pro-
gramming. The meta-programming approach will be crucial to successfully model
those extensions.
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6.1. Semantics
Several other semantics have been proposed in the literature. We recall the defini-
tion of the following.
Definition 26. We write B < A for two atoms A, B if A is an instance of B, and they
are not variants.
MCP  f A 2 AtomL j A 2 CP  and B 62 CP  for any B < A g;
CWAP  f A 2 BL j there exists no SLD-refutation of P and A g;
FFP  f A 2 BL j there exists a fin: failed SLD-tree of P and A g;
LP  f A; n j A is a computed instance of a pure atom by
a derivation of length n g:
The set MCP of more general correct instances coincides with that of computed
instances SP when considering subsumption free programs (see [6]), namely, those
with no computed instances A, B such that A < B. MCP  is a decidable set since
CP  is decidable and the observation that there are finitely many atoms (modulo re-
naming) that are more general of a given one.
CWAP  is the closed world assumption set, which coincides with BL nMP . It is
a decidable set for acceptable programs and programs bounded by a recursive level
mapping, since its complement is decidable.
FFP  is the finite failure set of P. If P is acceptable then FFP  is a decidable
set by Theorem 10. However, with the results of this paper we cannot conclude that
FFP  is a decidable set in the case of programs bounded by a recursive level
mapping.
Finally, the computed answers with depth semantics1 [16] takes into account the
length of refutations. By adding a derivation length counter to DECS-A, we get a
decision procedure w.r.t. L-semantics.
test_s(Q1, Q, N)  
constants(1, Q1, M),
demo(Q1, Q, N),
constants(1, Q, M),
Q  Q1.
demo([], [], 0).
demo([A|As], [B|Bs], N)  
clause(A, Ls, Id),
demo(Ls, L1s, N1),
demo(As, Bs, N2),
N is N1 + N2 + 1,
clause(B, L1s, Id).
1 Strictly speaking, we are not in the hypothesis of Definition 6, since LP  is not a set of atoms.
However, definitions and results immediately extend to L-semantics.
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clause(A, [B1; . . . ;Bn], k). for every Ck  A B1; . . . ;Bn 2 P
augmented by CONSM.
As an example, the query test_s([Q0],[Q], X ), X > 100 tests whether Q0 is a
computed instance of Q by means of a derivation longer than 100.
6.2. Arithmetic built-in’s
Several built-in’s have been added to pure Prolog in order to overcome eciency
problems. Unfortunately, most of them have no declarative interpretation within
first order logic. In this section, we consider an extension of S-semantics which in-
cludes the treatment of arithmetic built-in’s. In particular, we will consider the <
built-in, by pointing out that the same reasonings apply to <, n ,  : ,
is, > , >.
Definition 27. The Sar-semantics of a program with arithmetic P is the set:
SarP   [i P 0 SP [Mi<
where fMi<gi P 0 is an increasing chain of finite sets such that:
[i P 0 Mi<  f n < m j n;m gae0s ^ valn < valm g:
We point out thatSarP  is well-defined since it does not depend on the particular
chain chosen. However, the central Theorem 2 cannot be immediately extended. For
instance, for the program P
p  0< X.
It is clear that p 2SarP , even though the only LD-derivation of P and p ends in
an error. Excluding the case of ’’wrong’’’ computations, we can extend Theorem 2 as
follows (we recall the existence of several approaches [7] to (statically) prove absence
of arithmetic errors).
Theorem 28. Assume that no LD-derivation of a program with arithmetic P and a
query Q ends in an error. Then the set of LD-computed instances of P and Q coincides
with mgiQ;SarP .
Proof. By Definition 27 and the definition of mgi, if Q0 2 mgiQ;SarP then there
exists i P 0 such that Q0 2 mgiQ;SP [Mi<. Noting that P [Mi< is a logic pro-
gram, by Theorem 2 and Strong completeness of SLD-resolution there exists a
LD-derivation n for P [Mi< and Q with computed instance Q0. Since no LD-deriva-
tion ends in an error, we have that n is an LD-derivation of the program with arith-
metic P. Conversely, an LD-derivation of Q and the program with arithmetic P with
computed instance Q0 is also an LD-derivation of Q and the logic program P [Mi<,
for some i. Therefore, by Theorem 2, Q0 2 mgiQ;SP [Mi< and then Q0 2 mgiQ;
SarP . 
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This theorem gives us a method to extend Theorems 21 and 22 to programs with
arithmetic, under the additional hypothesis that:
(i) no LD-derivation of P and Q ends in an error,
(ii) Q0 is an instance of Q.
Let us suppose that the atom n < m is selected in a LD-derivation of P and Q0. The
proof of Theorem 28 shows that LD-resolution for programs with arithmetic be-
haves like LD-resolution, i.e. either the atom succeeds or fails. Therefore, we simply
add to DECS-A the following meta-level interpretation of <.
demo([ X < Y | As], [ X < Y | Bs])  
X < Y,
demo(As, Bs).
Hypothesis (i) is imposed by Theorem 28. (ii) is a sucient condition to prevent
that DECS-A ends in an error. In fact, (i) and (ii) imply that no LD-derivation of P
and Q0h ends in an error, where h maps variables into constants. This property lifts
to the meta-interpreter DECS-A. We refer the reader to [33] for a general method able
to show that the LD-derivation of the meta-program does not end in an error when
this property holds for the object program.
6.3. The predicate call
In addition to programs with arithmetic, we can reason on the built-in call by
adding to DECS-A the following clause:
demo([ call(A)| As], [ call(B) | Bs])  
demo([A], [B]),
demo(As, Bs).
Consider a program P containing meta-calls to call, and suppose that it is
acceptable by a level mapping j j such that jcall(A)j > jAj for every A 2 BL. Then
termination and correctness of the resulting reflective procedure are formally justi-
fied by a variant of Theorem 21 and the observation that call is defined by the
(non-Horn) clause call(A) A. As in the case of arithmetic built-in’s, ill-typed call
atoms generate run-time errors. In particular, call(X) is ill-typed if X is a variable.
Therefore, Theorems 21 and 22 can be extended under the additional hypothesis
that:
(i) no LD-derivation of P and Q ends in an error,
(ii) Q0 is an instance of Q.
6.4. Negation
General logic programs allow for the use of negation in the body of clauses. The
underlying operational semantics interprets negation by means of the negation as
failure rule. Here, we discuss how to extend the decidability results to general pro-
grams. First, we observe that we are not able to state an equivalent of Lemma 16
or 17 for a conservative generalization of bounded programs. Otherwise, we would
have a decision procedure for FF-semantics of definite bounded programs. As
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mentioned in Section 6.1, we cannot conclude that with the results of this paper.
Therefore, we concentrate on acceptable programs. Apt and Pedreschi [8] extended
acceptability to general programs. In the following, we define level mappings of
ground literals by putting jnot Aj  jAj. By compP  we denote the Clark’s comple-
tion [28] of P.
Definition 29. A general program P is acceptable by j j : BL ! N and a Herbrand
interpretation I i I is a model of compP, and for every A L1; . . . ; Ln in
groundLP  :
for i 2 1; n I  L1; . . . ; Liÿ1 implies j A j >j Li j:
P is acceptable if it is acceptable by some j j and I.
Unfortunately, the basic Theorem 10 does not lift to general programs in full gen-
erality. In particular, independence from the language is lost. Consider the following
program P:
p(X)  not( q(X) ), p(X).
q(a).
P is acceptable w.r.t. LP by j j and I, where I  f qa g, and
jpaj  1 jqaj  0:
By [8, Corollary 4.12], every LDNF-derivation of P and any ground query in LP is
finite. However, if we add a constant b to the language, we have that p(b) has an
infinite LDNF-derivation.
The desired property holds if we restrict to consider smaller classes of programs.
In particular, acyclic programs [2] are a subclass of acceptable general programs that
is invariant w.r.t. the language signature. A program P is called acyclic by a level
mapping j j if
for every A L1; . . . ; Ln in groundLP  for i 2 1; n jAj > jLij:
It is readily checked that acyclic programs are a generalization of recurrent pro-
grams. If P is acyclic then compP  has a Herbrand model [2, Lemma 2.3], and then
P is acceptable. By reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 32, it is simple to see that a
program is acyclic w.r.t. LP i it is acyclic w.r.t. any language L extending LP . Alter-
natively, to extend the decidability results to general logic programs, we can assume
that P is acceptable w.r.t. a suciently rich language.
Theorem 30. Let P be a general program acceptable w.r.t. L, and Q;Q0 two general
queries, and M the number of variables in Q0. Assume that L contains M constants
not in P, Q or Q0. Moreover, suppose that no LDNF-derivation of P and Q flounders.
Then it is decidable whether Q0 is an LDNF-computed instance of P and Q.
Proof. First of all, we can assume that Q0 is an instance of Q. Otherwise Q0 cannot be
a computed instance of Q. Let Q0h be the query obtained by substituting every vari-
able of Q0 with distinct constants that do not appear in P, Q or Q0. By the assump-
tions on L, such constants exist. The proof continues as in Lemma 17, by noting that:
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• termination of a ground query in L is obtained rephrasing [8, Corollary 4.12] for a
generic language L;
• no LDNF-derivation of P and Q0h flounders. Otherwise, since Q0h is an instance of
Q, there exists a LDNF-derivation of P and Q that flounders. 
Implementing the treatment of negation is then immediate. We add to the DECS-A
meta-interpreter the clause:
demo([ not(A) | As], [ not(A)| Bs])  
not( demo([A], [A]) ),
demo(As, Bs).
Theorem 31. Let P be a general program acceptable w.r.t. L, and Q;Q0 two general
queries, and M the number of variables in Q0. Assume that L includes all symbols in
DECS-A M ; P . Then every LDNF-derivation of DECS-AM ; P  and test_s([Q0],
[Q]) is finite.
Proof. See Appendix A. 
Also, Theorem 22 extends to general acceptable programs and queries by assum-
ing the following further hypotheses:
(i) L includes all symbols in DECS-AM ; P ,
(ii) no LDNF-derivation of P and Q flounders,
(iii) Q0 is an instance of Q.
Hypotheses (i) and (ii) are imposed by Theorems 30 and 31. (iii) is a sucient con-
dition to prevent DECS-A from floundering. In fact, (ii) and (iii) imply that no LDNF-
derivation of P and Q0h flounders, where h maps variables into fresh constants. This
property lifts to the meta-interpreter DECS-A.
6.5. Modular logic programming
So far, we restricted to a programming in the small environment. However, we ob-
serve that the approach is also useful in a programming in the medium/large environ-
ment. For instance, modular decidability (or, equivalently, testing) can be achieved
by modeling stub modules by the rule:
clause(A, [], encapsulated(Id) )  
stubprocedure(A, Id).
which hides the internal behavior of a stub module (defined by stubprocedure) dur-
ing the computation. Similarly, we model decidability of meta-programming based
extensions of logic programming, such as modular logic programs of Brogi et al.
[14]. They define an algebra of program expressions, whose operators include union
([), intersection (\) and encapsulation ( I) of plain logic programs. Since the mod-
ular extension is given in terms of a meta-program, it is simple to integrate it with
DECS-A. However, it should be mentioned that while P1 \ P2 and P I1 are acceptable
(resp., bounded) if P1 and P2 are, in general P1 [ P2 is not acceptable (resp., bounded)
when P1 and P2 are. Therefore, termination of the resulting decision procedure has to
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be proved directly. In this sense, it can help the approach of Apt and Pedreschi [3] in
proving modularly that P1 [ P2 is acceptable starting from the proofs that P1 and P2
are.
7. Experimental results and the compilation-oriented approach
We are confident that our framework can be successfully integrated with other
ones for which (semi-)automatic tools already exist, including test case generation
methodologies, abstract interpreters and constraint solvers for inferring acceptabil-
ity and boundedness, program structural complexity analysis, and declarative
debuggers. Our confidence is also motivated by an undergoing work that is trying
to integrate the tool PROTest [9] with the approach presented here and with the
debugging approach of [36]. Some considerations on eciency of the Prolog imple-
mentations can be already made at this stage as the outcome of preliminary exper-
imental results. Let us compare the search space of the proposed decision
procedures with the search space of the plain Prolog execution. In general, the lat-
ter may be infinite while the former is not for acceptable programs and programs
bounded by recursive level mappings. This fact is particularly relevant in the case
of S-semantics, where a plain Prolog execution actually means running a pure
atom query p(X1, . . ., Xn) and then checking whether there is computed instance
that is a variant of a given atom. Unfortunately, even for trivial programs, the
query above has infinitely many computed instances, and then the strategy is
not feasible.
Let us consider now the case when the plain Prolog execution terminates. Test da-
ta sets include pairs of queries Q;Q0 such that Q is supposed to have a finite LD-
tree and Q0 is supposed to be a computed or correct instance of Q. Let us recall how
the decision procedures work, restricting the attention to acceptable programs. Sim-
ilar considerations hold for bounded programs. The decision procedures search the
LD-tree of Q0h, where h replaces variables with fresh constants. Since Q0h is an in-
stance of Q (if we test that Q0 is an instance of Q at the beginning of the procedure),
we have that the LD-tree of Q0h is smaller or equal than that of Q. In the case of C-
semantics, the search space is the LD-tree of Q0h, and then at worst the procedure
takes the same time as the plain Prolog execution. In the case of S-semantics, in-
stead, once a refutation n for Q0h is found, the decision procedure checks whether
the computed instance of Q obtained by using the same clauses of n is a variant
of Q0. Therefore, in the worst case we visit a search space that is twice the LD-tree
of Q. However, the meta-programming implementation adds an overhead that can
be significantly high. On one extreme, DECS-A can be several times less ecient than
a plain Prolog execution strategy. This happens for:
• deterministic programs, such as QuickSort [39, Program 3.22], i.e. programs such
that for every ground atom there is (about) only one LD-derivation;
• programs that construct most of the computed answer substitution in the last step
of a refutation. Among them we found programs that use the technique of accu-
mulators, such as Queens [39, Program 14.3].
On the other extreme, DECS-A is much more ecient than plain Prolog for non-
deterministic programs, including generate & test and fully declarative specifications
such as NaiveQueens [39, Program 14.2] and ColorMap [39, Program 14.4].
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The overhead due to meta-programming can be reduced by adopting a compila-
tion-oriented approach. The idea is to transform a program into an equivalent one
that keeps track of refutations. We augment every predicate symbol by a further ar-
gument, and transform every clause:
pt  p1t1; . . . ; pntn:
with distinct identifier c, into the clause:
pt; cX1; . . . ; Xn  p1t1; X1; . . . ; pntn; Xn:
where X1, . . ., Xn are distinct fresh variables. The next example shows how to use this
transformation to implement the decision procedure of Lemma 17.
Example 9. The transformation applied to the SAT program produces:
satisfiable(true, c0).
satisfiable(X ^ Y, c1(A, B))  
satisfiable(X, A), satisfiable(Y, B).
satisfiable(not X, c2(A))  invalid(X, A).
invalid(false, c3).
invalid(X ^ Y, c4(A))  invalid(X, A).
invalid(X ^ Y, c5(A))  invalid(Y, A).
invalid(not X, c6(A))  satisfiable (X, A).
Suppose now to have to test whether Q0  satisfiable(not(X ^ false)) is a
computed instance of SAT and Q  satisfiable(not(U ^V)). Let Q10  satisfi-
able(not(X ^false), L) and Q1  satisfiable(not(U ^V), L) obtained by add-
ing an extra argument to Q0 and Q filled in by the same variable L. Consider now the
query:
constants1; Q0; M; callQ10; callQ1;
constants1; Q; M; Q0 Q:
Intuitively, constants replaces every variable of Q0 with fresh distinct constants.
Then call(Q10) finds out a refutation of (the instantiated) Q0 and accumulates in
L the clauses used in the refutation. call(Q1) follows the derivation of Q that uses
the same clauses in L. Finally, we check whether Q0 and the computed instance of Q
are variants. Summarizing, this is exactly the decision procedure of Lemma 17.
Table 1 reports some experimental average timings and ratios, that confirm the
theoretical considerations made. The meta-programming implementation is more
ecient than plain Prolog in the case of non-deterministic programs, while the over-
head due to meta-programming is considerably high for deterministic programs. The
compilation-oriented approach removes that overhead, and, in the worst case, its
running times are at worst twice that of the plain Prolog execution. However, it
should be observed that while the compilation-oriented approach is more ecient,
the meta-programming one is more flexible and allows for addressing extensions
of the approach in an intuitive and simple way.
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8. Conclusions
8.1. Related work
Semantics decidability. Logic programs are computationally complete, in the
sense that they have the same computational power as partial recursive functions.
Andreka and Nemeti [1] showed that for every partial recursive function f there is
a program such that its least Herbrand model restricted to atoms with a fixed re-
lation symbol p defines the graph of f. In particular, Plumer [34] showed a univer-
sal program consisting only of binary and unit clauses without local variables and
containing a single predicate. The class of programs consisting of binary and unit
clauses seems then to be the boundary between decidability and undecidability of
the M-semantics. Consider, in fact, a program with a single binary clause and a
single fact:
p(S1; . . . ; Sn)  p(S01; . . . ; S0n).
p(T1; . . . ; Tn).
and a query p(V1; . . . ; Vn). Devienne et al. [19] showed that when the query and the
fact are linear, i.e. variables occurs at most once, it is decidable whether the query
has a correct instance. For a study of the recursion theoretic complexity of logic pro-
grams, we refer the reader to the articles of Blair [11], Borger [12] and Apt [4].
Also, we observe that the idea of a meta-interpreter that simulates programs for at
most a given number of steps is already present in the computational complexity lit-
erature. Jones [25, Chapter 19] defines such a meta-interpreter for WHILE-programs
and call it a timed universal program. With this terminology, DECM-B is a timed uni-
versal program for logic programs. It is interesting to note, however, that our ap-
proach cannot be rephrased in the context of (non-deterministic) imperative
programs. In fact, in addition to bounding the length of derivations, our approach
runs the program on the ‘‘input state’’ (i.e., a query Q) until the current state is
not more instantiated than the expected ’’output state’’ (i.e., the expected comput-
ed/correct instance of Q). This works when the state transition function is monotonic
(with respect to some ordering), which is the case of SLD-resolution with respect to
the instantiation ordering. On the contrary, the state transition function for imper-
ative programs lacks of the monotonicity property in general.
Testing. Ducasse and Noye [20, Section 6] review automated debugging and test-
ing approaches. As they point out, logic programming has been mainly used as a ba-
sis for generating test cases for other languages. The only works on testing of logic
programming languages we are aware of are due to Belli and Jack [9,24] and Luo
et al. [29]. More broadly, the topic of extending testing methodologies from conven-
tional programming to rule-based (expert) systems has been addressed in [27,37].
Table 1
Experimental results (in ms and ratios) using SWI Prolog
Program Plain Prolog Meta Compil. Plain/Compil. Meta/Compil.
QuickSort 35 971 59 0.6 16.5
Queens 1549 7223 1902 0.8 3.8
ColorMap 141 13 3 47 4.3
NaiveQueens 25218 24 15 1681 1.6
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Belli and Jack compared testing of imperative and logic programs, by giving formal
basis for test case generation and testing methodologies of logic programs. They
adopt a program instrumentation technology based on typing and moding of pro-
grams, and a clause coverage-based test case generation. As a result, a testing tool
PROTest has been developed. Compared with the main theme of this paper, they
lack a terminating test driver, in the sense that PROTest simply calls a Prolog inter-
preter on test cases, and then it is not guaranteed to terminate. As already men-
tioned, we are integrating [30] the DECS-A decision procedure within the PROTest
system, thus obtaining a tool that is guaranteed to terminate on acceptable pro-
grams. Luo et al. defined a control flow graph of Prolog programs that captures
the structural complexity of programs, and develop a fault model for guidance on
test case generation in terms of graph coverage.
The approaches [9,24,29] reason about the selection of the finite sets I and S such
that a program has to be tested with respect to. This phase is called test case gener-
ation, and is crucial in conventional programming testing methodologies (see [17,31]
for introductory texts). Once I and S are generated, the decision procedure is called,
and then results are reported. Test report documents may be very poor, reporting
only yes or not, or highly informative with statistics, graphics, reliability analysis
and estimations, and test coverages. The phase of program development which fol-
lows testing is called diagnosis problem, and consists of determining the program
components which are sources of incompleteness or incorrectness symptoms discov-
ered during testing. We refer the reader to [36] for a debugger of incompleteness
symptoms that exploits the decision procedures of this paper. The debugger is shown
to be correct, complete and terminating for acceptable programs. Without going into
further detail, we conclude by observing that a meta-programming approach facili-
tates a smooth integration of tools for the phases of test case generation, test execu-
tion, test reporting, and debugging.
8.2. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the decidability problem for several observables and
declarative semantics of logic programs, and related it to testing. We introduced
bounded logic programs, and showed that they coincide with programs such that
every ground query has finitely many SLD-refutations. They strictly include the
well-studied class of acceptable logic programs. Then, we provided decision proce-
dures for acceptable programs and programs bounded by recursive level mappings
w.r.t. the OM, OC and OS-observables, and oered implementations of those proce-
dures in the form of Prolog meta-programs. The relevance of the results presented
lies mainly:
• In the dimensions of the classes of programs under consideration. It is worth men-
tioning that most of the programs reported in any basic book of programming,
such as [39], belong to those classes. While acceptable programs are closely related
to left-to-right selection rules, bounded programs abstract away from the under-
lying operational model.
• In the meta-programming approach, which revealed to be successful in modeling
extensions of pure logic programming including programs with arithmetic, meta-
programs, modular programming, general logic programs and some other declar-
ative semantics.
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• In having recognized that the procedures for observable decidability are practical
tools for testing logic programs.
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Appendix A. Proofs
First, we show that the class of bounded logic programs is closed w.r.t. the under-
lying language L, i.e. a program is bounded w.r.t. a language i it is bounded w.r.t.
every language extending LP . This fact is directly implied by the following lemma.
Lemma 32. A program P is bounded w.r.t. L i it is bounded w.r.t. LP .
Proof. The only-if part is straightforward. It is sucient to consider the restrictions
of level mappings and models to the language LP . Conversely, consider j j : BP ! N
and I  BP , such that I is a model of P and for every A B1; . . . ;Bn in groundLP P  :
I  B1; . . . ;Bn implies for i 2 1; n jAj > jBij:
We recall that BP is the Herbrand base on LP , and UP is the set of ground terms on
LP . Let H : BL ! BL be a function such that HA is obtained by replacing every
maximal subterm in A whose principal functor f is not in LP with a ground term
tf 2 UP .
We show that P is bounded w.r.t. L by considering j j0 : BL ! N and I 0  BL such
that for A 2 BhRL ;PP i
jAj0  jHAj and A 2 I 0 () HA 2 I :
Consider A B1; . . . ;Bn in groundLP  and I 0  B1; . . . ;Bn. We point out that
HA  HB1; . . . ;HBn is in groundLP P , and that by definition of I 0
I  HB1; . . . ;HBn:
Since I is a model of P, we conclude I  HA and then I 0  A, i.e. I 0 is a model of
P. Since P is bounded w.r.t. LP , for i 2 1; n jHAj > jHBij. By definition of j j0
this implies for i 2 1; n jAj0 > jBij0.
Therefore, we conclude that P is bounded w.r.t. L under the hypothesis that it is
bounded w.r.t. LP . 
We assume the reader familiar with proof trees (see [15], or [5], where they are
called implication trees). Here, we recall only that for a ground atom A,
A 2MP  i there exists a ground proof tree for A and P.
Proof of Theorem 12. By Lemma 32 it is sucient to prove the conclusion for a fixed
language L.
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If: We show that the program is bounded by MP  and a level mapping j j such
that jAj is the maximum depth of a proof tree for A, and 0 if A has no proof tree. j j is
well-defined since the number of nodes in a proof tree is bounded by the length of
some SLD-refutation, hence finite. By Konig’s Lemma the depth of the proof tree
is finite. Let A B1; . . . ;Bn be a ground instance of a clause C from P, and suppose
that the body is true inMP . Then there exists at least one proof tree for each Bi, for
i 2 1; n. As a consequence, given any proof tree Ti for Bi, for any i 2 1; n; we can
construct a proof tree for A, with Ti as a sub-tree. Therefore, jAj > jBij for i 2 1; n.
Only if: Since SLD-trees are finitely branching (also for programs with arithmetic),
by Koning’s Lemma if there are infinitely many SLD-refutations of P (with
arithmetic) and a ground query Q via a selection rule then their lengths are un-
bounded. This implies that the depths of the proof trees for some ground atom A
appearing in Q are unbounded.
On the contrary, we will show that for every ground atom A; jAj  1 is an upper
bound for the depth of a proof tree for A. Since any ground instance of a proof tree
is a ground proof tree, to show that jAj  1 is an upper bound for the depth of a
proof tree, it is sucient to prove that jAj  1 is an upper bound for the depth of
a ground proof tree for A. The proof is by induction on jAj.
If jAj  0 then the depth of a proof tree is at most 1. Otherwise there is
A B1; . . . ;Bn in groundL P  such that there exist ground proof trees for each Bi.
Since I is a model of P, we would have that I  B1; . . . ;Bn and then jAj > jBij for
i 2 1; n. This is impossible since jAj  0.
Suppose now jAj > 0 and let n be a ground proof tree for A. If the depth of n is 1
then the conclusion follows. Otherwise there is A B1; . . . ;Bn 2 ground P  such
that B1; . . . ;Bn are the children of A and there exist ground proof trees for each
Bi, i 2 1; n. Therefore, I  B1; . . . ;Bn and then jAj > jBij for i 2 1; n. We can then
apply the induction hypothesis on the Bi’s and conclude that the depth of a proof
tree for Bi is lower or equal than jBij  1, for i 2 1; n. As a consequence, the depth
of the proof tree for A is bounded by maxi21;njBij  2 which is lower or equal than
jAj  1. 
Proof of Theorem 31. Let P be acceptable by j j0 and I 0 and let DEMO be the set of
clauses defining demo and clause. By the hypothesis on L, we can assume that it
is the underlying (ambivalent) language both of P and DEMO. We will provide j j
and I such that DEMO is acceptable. First, let us introduce the ` relation:
 `  I
0  not A ^ a ` As
not A; a ` not AjAs R1
A Ls 2 groundLCId ^ CId 2 P ^ a ` Ls ^ b ` As
Id; a; b ` AjAs R2:
Intuitively, when a ` As holds then a describes a ground proof tree for the ground
query As, where nodes are labeled by the unique identifier of involved input clause or
by the selected negative literal. Since I 0 is a model of P, the following fact can be
proved by a simple induction:
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9 a: a ` As implies I 0  As: 2
Moreover, since P is acceptable, the converse holds as well:
I 0  As implies 9 a: a ` As: 3
Let As  L1; . . . ; Ln. The proof of (3) is by induction on bagjL1j0; . . . ; jLnj0. The base
case (i.e., n  0) and the induction case when L1  not A are trivial. Consider now
L1  A. Since I 0 is a Herbrand model of P then TP I 0  I 0, where TP is the immediate
consequence operator [28]. Therefore, there exists A Ls 2 groundLP  such that
I 0  Ls. Since P is acceptable, we have that jAj0 is greater than the level of every literal
in Ls, and then we can apply the induction hypothesis on Ls to conclude that b `
[ Ls ] for some b. By induction hypothesis again, we have also that c ` [ L2,
. . ., Ln ] for some c. By rule R2, we conclude that for a  Id; b; c, a ` [ As ].
We now define:
I  f demoAs; Bs j 9 a: a ` As ^ a ` Bs g
[ f clauseA; Ls; Id j A Ls 2 groundLCId for CId 2 P g;
jclauseA; Ls; Idj  0
jdemoL1; . . . ; Lnjs; tj  lbagjL1j0; . . . ; jLkj0  j;
where s 6   j   and k  maxfi 2 1; n j I 0  L1; . . . ; Liÿ1 g, and j is the number of
negative literals in L1; . . . ; Lk, and l : bagN ! N is a partially monotonic function
such that lb1 > lb2 if the bag b2 is obtained by replacing an element of b1 by
at most 2  nP elements lower than it. Dierently from Theorem 21, here we consider
2  nP instead of nP , in order to treat negation appropriately. Let us show the proof
obligations of Definition 29. First, we prove that I is a model of compDEMO by
showing that TDEMOI  I . Let us concentrate on the  inclusion. The conclusion is
immediate for the unit clauses. Consider the second clause of demo, and suppose that
I  clause(A, [Ls], Id), demo([Ls], [L1s]), demo(As, Bs), clause(B,
[L1s], Id) for some Id. By definition of I, we have that:
A Ls 2 groundLCId; B L1s 2 groundLCId; and
a ` Ls ^ a ` L1s; and b ` As ^ b ` Bs for some a; b:
By rule R2 we conclude for c  Id; a; b that:
c ` AjAs ^ c ` BjBs;
and then I  demo([A|As], [B|Bs]). Consider now the clause dealing with nega-
tion, and suppose that I  not( demo([A], [A]) ), demo(As, Bs). By definition
of I, we have that 9= a: a ` A. By (3) this implies I 0  not A, and then by rule R1 we
conclude I  demo([not A|As], [not A|Bs]). Let us turn now on the  inclusion.
We observe that: demo([], []) 2 groundLP , and
demoAjAs; BjBs 2 I implies
I  demoAs; Bs and A Ls 2 groundLCId ^ and
B L1s 2 groundLCId and I  demoLs; L1s  for some CId 2 I
implies
I  clauseA; Ls; Id; demoLs; L1s;
demoAs; Bs; clauseB; L1s; Id for some Id;
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demo not A jAs;  not A jBs 2 I implies
I 0  not A and I  demoAs; Bs implies by 2
I  not demo A ;  A  ; demoAs; Bs;
clauseA; Ls; Id 2 I implies
A Ls 2 groundLCId with CId 2 P implies
clauseA; Ls; Id 2 groundLP :
Those relations show that TDEMOI  I . Let us consider the decreasing of the level
mapping. The only non-trivial proof obligation for the second clause of demo is to
show that j j decreases from the head to the second body atom, under the hypothesis
Ls  L1; . . . ; Ln and A L1; . . . ; Ln 2 groundLP . Let k be maxf i 2 1; n j I 0 
L1; . . . ; Liÿ1 g:
jdemoAjAs; BjBsj
P lbagjAj0
> f P acceptable and l partially monotonic g
lbagjL1j0; . . . ; jLkj0; jL1j0; . . . ; jLkj0
P f l partially monotonic g
lbagjL1j0; . . . ; jLkj0  j  jdemoLs; L1sj;
where j6 k is the number of negative literals in L1; . . . ; Lk. For the clause dealing with
negation, we calculate:
jdemonot A jAs; not A jBsj
P lbagjAj  1
> lbagjAj  jnot demoA; A j;
and jdemo not A j As ; not A j Bs j > jdemo As ; Bs j: In conclusion, DEMO
is acceptable by j j and I. The proof now proceeds as in Theorem 21, by noting that L
contains the constants used to instantiate Q0. 
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